David Straight 2.0 -- The British Back Door and Our Claims
By Anna Von Reitz

Let me explain something to you. David Straight is adopting the political status of
a British Territorial United States Citizen, otherwise known as a U.S. Citizen, and
he is assuming that that's the status that you want, too.
Do you want to be a Subject of the Queen?
Well, if so, hop to it.
If not, listen up.
After The War of Independence, the Tories --- Americans who sided with the British
-- didn't go away. They were allowed to stay and to provide our fledgling
government with "essential government services" as detailed in Article IV.
If you are an American, Donald Trump isn't your President. Isn't now and never
was. He's just like Abraham Lincoln, the "President" of a foreign British
Corporation operating on our shores.
His corporation belongs to the Queen. He, as an employee of that corporation,
works for the Queen. He owes allegiance to the Queen. He is subject to the
Queen's law. And so are all other U.S. Citizens.
[God give me strength, I am so tired of explaining this!]
If you are an American, you are the Employer of Trump and Trump's corporation
which is doing business as "the" United States of America.
It's perfectly allowable for Trump and David Straight to be here in this country and
for them to claim the political status of American State Nationals because they
were both born in this country on our land and soil.
But, because of their employment, they are not currently acting as Americans.
They are acting as British Territorial Officers, that is, as U.S. Citizens, not as
Americans.

Americans stand on the land and soil and accrue all the sovereignty owed this
country.
Lately, people have been claiming -- falsely -- that I didn't claim back the sea and
the air and the soil --- only the "land" owed to this country, but they are
completely mistaken in that idea.
I claimed it all, in order, on the Public Record, step by step. Once I returned
officially to the land and soil, I methodically claimed every iota of America --- and I
had and have the "standing" to do it.
All sovereignty derives from the land and soil. All other jurisdictions derive from
the land and soil. The sea jurisdiction is apportioned to the land and soil, as is the
air jurisdiction. You can't have a sea jurisdiction or an air jurisdiction without
"standing" on the land and soil, but once you have the land and soil, all the rest
accrues to you.
So, guess what? The Public Records will show that I claimed back the Municipal
STATES and STATES OF STATES, the Territorial State Trusts and States of States,
and rolled them all over to the ownership of the unincorporated soil jurisdiction
owed to our country doing business as The United States since 1776. And then,
having dumped all the assets, including gold, owed to America and Americans
back into the lap of The United States, I very properly assigned the traditional
delegated duties in international jurisdiction to The United States of America, our
unincorporated Federation of States.
There have also been rumors that I "signed" it away, but a close examination will
show that I have never signed anything in my life, and neither has any other
American.
Trump and David and all the other U.S. Citizen Employees have seized upon gold
that is owed to us, Americans --- not to them while they are employed by the
Queen --- to us, the people who are standing on the land and soil of this country.
And why is that? They are "Americans" too aren't they?
It's the same reason that all sovereignty and standing accrues to the land and
soil, not to the sea or the air. Standing. Substance. Physicality.
All physical assets including gold and silver belong to the land and soil. Gold and
silver are physical assets, therefore, they belong to the living people and Lawful
persons populating the land and soil of this country ---- and furthermore, Mr.
Trump and Mr. Straight and all the other U.S. Citizens are not our representatives
or agents or appointees with respect to our gold and silver assets.
We retain the obligation and the right to deal in silver and gold, while our
Employees are limited to dealing in credit. It's written right there in the
Constitutions. The actual physically defined States pay in gold and silver. Federal
Congresses pay in credit.

Americans are reminded that there are two levels or stages of the Great Fraud.
In the first level, they pretend that you are a baby of unknown origin, abandoned
on a fictional battlefield. They get your unwitting Mother to sign paperwork "for"
you, misidentifying you are a British Territorial U.S. Citizen and "waiving" your
birthright estate as an American "for" you.
There's just one or two little problems with that. It's against international law and
is a hanging offense for starters. And secondly, our rights as Americans accrue to
us at birth and cannot be traded or given away-- not by us, and certainly not by
our Mothers.
The resulting U.S. Citizens are presumed to be British Merchant Seaman,
specifically, Warrant Officers known as "Taxpayers"" who collect taxes for the
Queen and the Pope, or, alternatively, they are presumed to be Americans
voluntarily adopting U.S. Citizen status and "waiving" their birthright estate as
Free Men -----and subjecting themselves to the Queen as dependents and wards of
the state, which are Foreign Situs Trust properties called "Infant Decedent
Estates".
That's a whole lot of unjustifiable and self-interested presumption that the Brits
need to have shoved up their noses --- but I digress.
The point is that David Straight and all his Pals including Donald Trump are trying
to have it both ways, and that's not possible.
You are either an American standing on the land and soil, owed both, plus all other
physical assets of this country, or, you are acting in a foreign capacity in a
different jurisdiction which is not physical and not substantive, and therefore
lacking standing to claim one iota of the gold, silver, land or soil owed to this
country.
All of you "officers" and "gentlemen" who have latched onto our gold and silver
"for" us, need to turn over control of our assets and stop all the False Claims. You
don't represent us in any matter not specifically delegated to you by the actual
Constitutions. See Article 1, Section 10 for proof that the actual physically-defined
States are the ones that deal in gold and silver, not the States-of-States controlled
by any Federal Congress.
Fool me once, shame on you.... fool me twice, shame on me. We had enough of
this usurpation at the hands of Abraham Lincoln.
So, much as I admire Donald Trump's business acumen and while I do believe that
he loves this country, the gold and the silver and everything else has to be
collected in international jurisdiction by our unincorporated Federation of States,
and returned to the States and the people of this country.

It isn't something left up to chance or not covered in the Constitutions. The U.S.
Citizens who have pretended to act "for" us in this matter are clearly obligated
both legally and lawfully to cough up all American material assets held in their
custody (other than assets allowed to them in the performance of their delegated
duties) and return them to our lawful American Government.
I have acted in complete honor with respect to all that I have done. I returned all
the physical assets and property that I claimed and collected as a Fiduciary back
to The United States and the living people of this country. I then re-assigned the
international powers and duties to our unincorporated Federation of States doing
business as The United States of America.
This stands clear on the Public and International Records of this country so nobody
can accuse me of not having standing or not doing the right thing or not doing a
complete job of it.
Read the "I Am Your Anchor Baby" Article posted at www.annavonreitz.com to get
a clear vision of exactly how and why I took the action and the implications this
has for you and every other American.
Those who are loyal to the Queen are welcome to be loyal to the Queen --- and
take their lumps according to their contracts and obligations. Return the gold and
silver and land patents and cadastral surveys and grants all the way home.
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